2019-2020 No Place for Hate Excellence Award Winners
We are proud to present the 2019-2020 No Place for Hate Excellence Awards to the following
three schools for creating student and school-wide activities that were exceptional in their
thought, design and implementation, as well as utilizing the NPFH framework to best fit each
schools’ needs and culture.
Sagebrush Elementary School (Cherry Creek SD 5) - is in their 1st year implementing NP4H had
such a variety of activities throughout the year, including a multitude of activities completed
for National Bullying Prevention Day which used different methods to ensure all students
could participate. The Unity Tree and End Bullying Chain were wonderful ways to meet the
goals of this day and throughout the year. In addition, the amazing turnout for the World
Culture Night and the 4,391 Random Acts of Kindness were hard to beat! @CCSDk12
#noplaceforhate
Louisville Middle School (Boulder Valley Schools) - LMS’ is in their 3rd year as a NPFH school
and their NP4H student coalition’s voices were not only heard within the building, but they
extended LMS’ culture beyond the school doors as they presented in front of the city’s council
in their drive to get the city to adopt the core values of the “Pirates for Peace.” An amazing,
real-life experience in being a part of and making changes in governmental agencies! The
community building through their school-wide Gratitude Snowflakes, as well as the staff’s
work on investigating implicit and explicit biases found in school-level survey results, did not
go unnoticed by ADL. @BVSDcolorado #noplaceforhate. Check out their story in this video:
https://mountainstates.adl.org/videos/npfhvideos/
ThunderRidge High School (Douglas County Schools) - In their first year as a NP4H School,
their NP4H activities were blended into events such as TRHS’s already successful Grizzly Gives
Week, and the timeliness and challenges presented in the extended Virtual Kindness
campaign, with a focus on health workers on the frontlines during a pandemic, show a great
deal of dedication and perseverance. This was in addition to the work TRHS has been doing for
years in promoting community, equality, and inclusivity within the school itself, as well as
throughout the surrounding neighborhoods, feeder schools, and organizations. @trhsgrizzlies
#noplaceforhate @DCSDk12

